
The Tentmakers of Cairo 
 

WELCOME TO THE STREET OF THE TENTMAKERS! 

 

The Street of Tentmakers, Chariah El-Khiamiah, was built around 1640 next to 

Bab Zuweylah just outside the old city walls, which was the original area for 

the textile workshops in Cairo.  It is now the only covered street left in old 

Islamic Cairo.  This is the heart and home of ‘The Tentmakers’. 

 

 

 

Walking into the covered street, you pass from the bright Cairo sunshine into 

shade.   Once there, you will find about twenty little shops each decorated with 

a dazzling array of traditional handmade needle-turned appliqué pieces, or 

Khayamiya (taken from the Arabic word khayma meaning tent).  

 

Above the shops are the remains of the tent lofts where the men used to work 

in earlier times but the stitchers now sit cross-legged in their shops, sewing 

their beautiful works of art as their fathers and grandfathers did before them. 

  



 

DESIGNS 

 

There are seven main Khayamiya design types: Islamic, Calligraphy, Lotus, 

Al-Roumy, Tree of Life, “Touristic” (or pharaonic) and Folkloric. 

 

Islamic (Geometric) Designs 

 

The Arabs’ exploration of geometry and of designs that can be created around 

repeating patterns based on square grids or circles has given rise to an 

incredibly rich decorative tradition.  This is expressed in many different media: 

in wood, in ceramic, in metalwork and in stone, and can be found in many 

different architectural settings, both ancient and modern. 

 

Much of the design of Khayamiya has its roots in the geometric forms and 

patterns found in Islamic architecture.  The late 19th Century ‘Khedival Revival’ 

pieces use architectural elements to create the illusion of permanent 

structures using something as ephemeral and portable as a canvas 

wall-hanging.  The Tentmakers have continued this tradition with the creation 

of designs that resemble tile-work or, for example, the interior of a dome, with 

the four corner design elements of the piece playing the role of squinches, the 

critical architectural elements that transfer the square form of the tower into 

the circular form of the dome. 

 

   



 

If you examine tentmaker work over the last one hundred years, you will see a 

change over time in the degrees of symmetry used in the geometric designs. 

The earlier work relies heavily on six-fold symmetry and the property, that 

hexagonal designs have, of tessellation, whereas more recent work exploits the 

eight-fold symmetry that comes from the way the patterns are now created 

(see ‘How the Work is Made’). 

 

Calligraphy Designs 

 

Calligraphy is used in two principal ways, either in a highly stylised form as a 

decoration in its own right, as seen in the image of the Kufic Panel from the 

Al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh Mosque in Cairo, or in such a way as to create an image of 

something else.  The two most common scripts used are Arabic and Kufic. 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

There is evidence to suggest that in the 19th and early 20th centuries, 

calligraphy inserts were stitched by separate, presumably more literate, 

tentmakers.  Nowadays, the tentmakers are not shy to use Arabic-like “letters” 

to in-fill an image in a calligraphy piece as in the example of the horse, above, 

where only the two words on the saddle make sense.  

 

The Lotus Design 



The Lotus flower appears frequently as a decorative motif in Pharaonic temples 

and tomb images and only appeared in so-called ‘Touristic’ khayamiya, dating 

from the late 19th Century through to the 1920’s, in this context.  

  

“Lotus” first appeared as a design-type in its own right in the 1950’s with the 

coming to power of President Nasser, perhaps reflecting the belief that, under 

Nasser, Egypt would regain the glory it had enjoyed under the Pharaohs. 

 

Lotus designs have much in common with geometric designs and usually 

display the same multiple folds of symmetry. 

 

   

 

Al-Roumy Designs 

The Al-Roumy design – literally the ‘roman’ design – is, as the name suggests, a 

design that is neither Islamic nor Egyptian (the most famous example of the 

use of this term in Cairo is in the naming of al-roumy cheese!!).  An argument 

can also be made for it having its origins in the Fleur-de-Lys, which would have 

been a widespread and well-known decorative element during the period of 

French influence in Egypt, as seen in this 19th Century piece (left, below). 

 

  
 

The Al-Roumy design is the closest that the Tentmakers get to creating work 

using a reverse appliqué technique in which fabric is applied and then cut away 

to create the design, as illustrated in the following images. 



 

 

A piece of fabric of the 
correct size is tacked into 
position on the relevant 
part of the work, using 
large stitches that sit 

within the area of fabric to 
be retained (L and R).   

   

 

The surplus fabric is then 
cut away to the 

approximate shape 
required (L).  The design is 

then created by 
needle-turning and 

stitching the borders of 
the remaining fabric into 

place following the lines of 
the pre-drawn pattern (R). 

 

 

By its nature, the Al-Roumy design is time-consuming to create and will be 

more expensive than a piece of similar size using a simpler motif such as lotus. 

 

Tree of Life, Touristic and Folkloric Designs 

 

The Tentmakers draw heavily on what they see around them when seeking 

inspiration for their work.  For pictorial designs, this can take the form of 

literally copying a complex design from another medium, such as images found 

on old papyri, and reproducing it as an appliqué piece. 

 

The ‘Tree of Life’ design is ancient – examples exist in Roman mosaics – and is a 

popular motif for carpets, but the Tentmakers inspiration may well come from 

a papyrus: ‘Birds in the Acacia Tree’.  Birds also feature in Pharaonic 

‘mythology’ (e.g.Nekhbet the vulture and bennu herons) and a combination of 

the two results in khayamiya that range from the traditional (L) to surreal (R).  

 



  
 

“Touristic” is the name used to describe the – probably many millions of – 

pieces stitched to provide images of Egypt for tourists to buy and take home 

with them (Thomas Cook first took tourists to Egypt in the 1860’s).  Subject 

matter ranges from scenes of everyday life in 19th Century Egypt to copies of 

friezes found in the different temples, tombs and chapels, executed with 

varying degrees of accuracy and neatness.  A popular subject is based on 

“Nebamun Hunting in the Marshes” - the ‘ducks and butterflies’ design (below 

right) inspired by the painted Tomb Chapel of Nebamun. 

 

   
 

Interestingly, these pieces mark the start of an important aspect of the modern 

tentmaking tradition, that of one piece being stitched entirely by one 

tentmaker.  Prior to the development of this market, the major tent orders 

were always carried out by groups of stitchers working as a team. 

 

The tentmakers are sometimes inspired to create what amount to illustrations 

for stories – the so-called “Folkloric” designs.  The example shown here is from 

one of the stories of ‘Goha – The Wise Fool’, a book that is illustrated, in its 

entirety, with tentmaker pieces instead of drawings. 

 



 
 

Other designs are created from more exotic subjects, such as the One 

Thousand and One Arabian Nights, while yet others are inspired by traditional 

Egyptian street scenes, complete with traders, vendors, children and donkeys 

set against a well-known backdrop (possibly including the tentmaker’s own 

shop), rather in the manner of a latter-day David Roberts. 

  



HOW THE WORK IS MADE 
 

The wall hangings are all structured in the same way and comprise a cotton 

face, a tent canvas backing and cotton border.  The canvas backing provides 

structure and strength to the piece and also serves as a secondary thimble, 

deflecting the needle so that the appliqué work is only carried out on the 

cotton face and uppermost threads of the canvas backing. 

 

This structure is either created in advance – much as an artist would prepare a 

canvas – with cotton face, canvas backing and borders of the chosen colours 

machine sewn together, or the design is transferred to the cotton face alone, 

which is then tacked to a canvas backing before appliqué work starts.  The 

border is then added at the end. 

 

The following images show how the design is created and transferred to the 

work piece, and how the appliqué work proceeds. 

 

Whilst a very high percentage of the work is based on formal, symmetrical 

patterns, stitchers also create designs freehand, with the design developing as 

the work proceeds. 

 
Step 1: A piece of brown paper the size of the finished work is folded in half, then in half 
again, and finally into a triangle to create the classic eight-fold symmetry of many 
contemporary Khayamiya pieces. 
 
The design is drawn in chalk and rubbed away and corrected until the designer is happy with 

it, at which stage it is outlined carefully in pencil. 

 

Step 2:  The folded paper is placed on a thick bed of canvas with the segment bearing the 

design uppermost.  The design is then needle-punched through onto the other folds, leaving 

fine holes following every line, to create the usual eight-fold symmetry of these hangings. 

 



Step 3:  The pattern is opened and laid on the work piece and sprinkled with powder (either 
talc/chalk or charcoal dust) which is rubbed through the holes to transfer the design as a 
series of dots onto the cotton face.  The design is then drawn in full, in pencil or in chalk. 
 

  
 
Whilst stitchers often work onto a prepared base (above, left), the design can be transferred to the 

cotton face alone (above right).  This is then tacked onto the canvas backing, which is then cut to 

size.  The border will be added at the end when all of the appliqué work has been completed. 

 

Step 4:  The stitcher takes fabric of the chosen colour and folds it into multiple layers so 

that, with a single set of cuts, frequently on the bias, he can produce sufficient pieces of the 

same size and shape for a given design element. 
 

Then, taking each piece in turn, a seam is turned in and the piece stitched into position 

using two stitches to secure it (it is never pinned).  It is then shaped with the fingers and 

needle to follow the pattern drawn on the work piece, and progressively stitched into place 

to create the shape required.  The technique of using two stitches to secure the piece is 

used at all critical places in the design, such as the points. 
 

It is important to note that the fabric is not cut to the exact shape required – that shape is 

created on the work piece by turning in the edges of larger pieces of fabric.  The folded-in 

seams give the work its characteristic ‘padded’ appearance which can give the impression 

that it is quilted. 
 

Stitchers appliqué all of the pieces of the same colour in a given position in the design (L) 

before moving onto the next colour/design element (note that only those edges which will 

appear on the finished work are sewn).  The sequence in which they work depends on the 

pattern, with pieces sequentially overlapping each other (R) until the image is complete. 
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